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About Elan Yachts

MADE IN SLOVENIA
Elan is a global producer and supplier of sports
and leisure time activities equipment with origins in
Slovenia. The company, established in 1945 has a
proud long history in the market. All Elan’s enterprises
are devoted to technical development of products
and progressive design through innovative approach
and advanced technology. The combination of these
elements provides the ultimate sporting pleasure to our
customers around the world. Winter division at Elan
is based on manufacture of skis and snowboards,
marine division with sailing yachts, while Elan Inventa
is the leading brand in central Europe and the
Balkans providing sports facilities with all necessary
equipment. In 2010 Elan commenced cooperation
with a major wind power producer; a program to
be a part of the alternative energy division. All Elan’s
production facilities are located in central Europe; skis
and sail yachts, produced in Slovenia. Elan owns five
companies, marketing products in the USA, Canada,
Germany & Austria, Switzerland and Japan, along
with independent distributions around the world. Elan
continues to develop superior products and Elan brand
from its headquarters in Begunje na Gorenjskem, in the
heart of northern Slovenia.

The company is the strongest and most global Slovene
brand and the pride of the Slovene people and its
employees. Elan is not only in the heart of Slovenia but
also in the hearts of many people using Elan products
around the world in more then 60 countries on all
continents.

iNnovation and design
The Elan and Impression brands embody a true
passion for sailing, technological innovations and
distinctive design. Every yacht coming from Elan’s
16.000 sq meter boatyard in Slovenia is the result
of our 65-year long passion for innovation-oriented
quality boatbuilding. Elan is the only serial production
boatbuilder that uses exclusively VAIL and 3D VAIL
technology and its benifits.
Certified by Germanischer Lloyd, our yachts are
designed to withstand the toughest conditions,
while bringing every owner pure sailing pleasure and
excitement. Elan is committed to a comprehensive
environmental management system, minimizing our
impact on nature, proven by the ISO 14001 standard
for an environmentally friendly production.

European

Yacht
of the Year

Elan Impression 344
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Elan 340

2008/09

2009/10

2011

Elan Impression 514

Elan 410

Elan 350

Elan 210

Elan 400

HISTORY

Boatbuilding since 1949
Elan’s boatbuilding tradition began in 1949 with kayaks,
canoes and small boat production made of waterproof
wooden slabs. Early commercial success came in
the 1950s when a large number of small crafts were
exported to the United States. The Sixties heralded the
dawn of reinforced polyester, a revolutionary material
that Elan used for racing kayaks and boats.
The following decade the yard launched the first
sailboats and the most successful small vessel
selling 10,000 units in the following years. The 1980s
were synonymous with a significant shift towards
the production of larger cruiser-racer sailing yachts,
designed by the now J&J Design studio, including the
legendary Elan 31, which won the Quarter Ton World
Championship with Dušan Puh.

In 1995 Elan commenced cooperation with the
renowned nautical designer, Rob Humphreys, resulting
in many successful, award-winning projects. In the
next decade Elan won European Yacht of the Year title
twice, for the Impression 344 and 340 models. Not
resting on its laurels, Elan launched the revolutionary
Volvo Ocean Race inspired Elan 350 with characteristic
chines and twin rudders, winning another European
Yacht of the Year title in 2011, a nomination for Elan
210 the following year, and Elan 400 nomination for
2014. Building on rich tradition, combined with an
innovative present, Elan is laying strong foundations
for the future.
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ELANPERFORMANCE
210 | 320 | 360 | 400 | 450
Elan performance series is one of the most
competitive sailing yachts in the market
today. Benefiting from Rob Humphreys’
experience in VOR70 yacht design, Elan
performance series inherits many features
from the ultimate racing machines such
as twin rudders, T-shaped keel, chined
hull design for minimum drag and the
latest 3D VAIL infusion technology.
With the state of the art deck equipment
positioned for optimum performance
and carefully tuned sail plan every Elan
performance yacht offers superb sailing
experience and top results at races all
over the world.
ELAN S
With Humphreys superb hull design
offering a perfect balance of speed and
easy handling for a short handed crew
asking for superior sailing experience the
S performance yachts will provide even
more speed and fun under sails as well
as a stiffer, and osmosis-proof boat.
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S stands for sport, speed, sea, sailing...
and the new Elan S stands for sporty spirit
and superior construction using Elan‘s
legendary VAIL (Vacuum assisted infusion
lamination) not only on hull, but also on
deck lamination.
Elan Yachts S upgrade features VAIL
technology using vinylester resin in both
hull and deck lamination.
With the S upgrade Elan design team paid
a great deal of attention to weight savings
by installing a composite main bulkhead
and light weight interior and other weight
savings across the yacht which is resulting
up to 7% lighter yacht for achieving the
ultimate “fun factor”.
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THINK BIG
START SMALL

The Elan 210, dubbed “the
pocket rocket”, was designed for
maximum ease-of-use and easeof-ownership, while ensuring
superior sailing performance
associated with her bigger siblings,
the 210 offers a new concept of
ownership.

Minimizing every stage of
preparation for a sailing vacation,
a number of innovative solutions
enable you to pack, drive and sail
in no time.
Like other day sailers, Elan 210
doesn’t require a berth in the
marina, thus saving considerable
cost, while her limited weight
doesn’t demand big towing cars.

Rob Humphreys,
ELAN 210 DESIGNER
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THE SMALLEST SPACES CALLS
FOR THE BIGGEST INNOVATIONS

Once aboard the new Elan 210,
you will appreciate the numerous
innovative solutions, designed
to improve performance, ensure
single-handed sailing capability,
save space and energy.
In order to maintain the centre of
buoyancy, the outboard engine
is not mounted on the transom,
but stored in a designated locker
in the cockpit sole. Aside from
performance advantages, the
Elan 210’s beamy hull form also
provides an exceptionally large
cockpit and interior volume for a
design of this size.
A single tiller on centreline and a
mainsheet traveller mounted on
the transom further enhance the
feeling of space inside the cockpit.
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MORE SPACE THAN
YOU EXPECT
Elan 210’s simple, yet highly
functional layout is designed to
ensure the best possible use of
available space. Packed full with
clever ideas, the interior features
removable hanging canvas bags
instead of lockers to reduce
weigth, save space and time
(skip
unpacking
on-board!),
interchangeable backrests and
a table between the cockpit and
the saloon, a simple galley unit
comprising of a single burner
cooker and sink and a concealed
toilet.
The Elan 210 sleeps four
comfortably and offers everything
you need for a weekend or even
longer cruises.
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GALLEY
A simple galley includes a
single burner gas cooker
and a sink with storage for
tableware and cutlery.

FORWARD DOUBLE
BERTH
Forward double berth
is comfortable and airy,
thanks to the deck roof
hatch. Privacy is insured
with a separation screen.

STORAGE
Forward berth features
ample storage for bags and
other nautical equipment.

TOILET
A chemical toilet is concealed
under the forward berth.
Privacy is insured with a
separation screen.
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DREAMS ARE MADE
OF THIS
4 Berths

Technical specifications
LENGTH OVERALL
HULL LENGTH
LENGTH AT WATERLINE
BEAM MAX.
DRAFT - DOWN/UP
LIGHT DISPLACEMENT APP.
BALLAST
OUTBOARD ENGINE (OPT.)
WATER CAPACITY (OPT.)
FUEL CAPACITY (OPT.)

6.35 m
6.35 m
6,13 m
2.50 m
1.55 m/0.50 m / 1.45 m/0.60 m
998 kg
310 kg / 396 kg
4.4 kW / 6 hp
55 liters
12 liters

T-shaped keel

Twin rudders

3D infusion

Chined hull

Open cockpit

Standard
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AIR DRAFT
10,6 m
MAINSAIL
16,5 m2
JIB
11,6 m2
GENNAKER
52,0 m2
I
8,65 m
J
2,54 m
P
8,54 m
E
3,06 m
BOAT DESIGN CATEGORY CE
C
DESIGN
Humphreys Yacht Design & Elan design team

Tiller

Retractable
gennaker pole

Option

Hull infusion

Cockpit
table

POLAR DIAGRAM

STABILITY CURVE
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ENJOY PURE
SAILING

Following the new Elan design
the new 320 was developed with
both racing performance and
cruising comfort in mind. The
unique combination of T-bulb
keel, twin-rudder steering and
twin wheels, all rare features on a
design of this size, really put her
in the spotlight in her class. This
is truly a multi-dimensional sailing
boat. Researched and developed
for the most demanding needs, it
is designed to be sufficiently easy
to sail to carry the badge of a
starter boat, yet it is sophisticated
enough in its sailing qualities
to convince passionate sailors,
delivering them the performance
and general scope they might
expect to find in a much bigger
and more expensive boat. A
unique combination of VOR70
inspired design and performance,
combined with a generous cockpit
and comfortable interior, the Elan
320 is definitely an exciting boat
to sail.

Rob Humphreys,
ELAN 320 DESIGNER
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Elan 320 S
The new Elan 320 is also available with the
lighter and sporty S upgrade providing even
more speed and fun under sails as well as a
stiffer and osmosis-proof boat. The S upgrade
features full hull and deck VAIL lamination
using vinylester resin and light weight furniture
resulting in 7% weight reduction.
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SUPERB TECHNOLOGY
SUPERB DESIGN

SALOON
She features an extra wide forward cabin door
and new and elegant upholstery design.

AFT cabin
Comfortable double berth, plenty
of storage space, and three
portlights for more light and air.
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companionway
Elan 320 features a lower companionway for
easier access down below, LED overhead stripes
and ergonomically positioned handrails.

Forward cabin
Plenty of storage space, extra
wide cabin door and a comfortable
double berth.

HEAD COMPARTMENT
Features a wet locker with drain
and ample storage.
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DREAMS ARE MADE
OF THIS
2 Cabins / 1 head

Technical specifications
LENGTH OVERALL
HULL LENGTH
LENGTH AT WATERLINE
BEAM MAX.
DRAFT (standard / racing)
DISPLACEMENT
BALLAST (standard / racing)
WATER CAPACITY
FUEL CAPACITY
ENGINE

T-shaped keel

Retractable
gennaker pole

9,55 m
9,25 m
8,71 m
3,22 m
1,5 m / 1,9 m / 2,15 m
3.750 kg
1055 kg / 1046 kg / 895 kg
150 liters
50 liters
13,2 kW / 18 hp

Twin rudders

Chined hull

Twin wheels

Hull infusion

Open cockpit

Anchor winch

Tiller

Elan S

Cockpit
table

Carbon rig

Standard
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AIR DRAFT
15.80 m
MAINSAIL
30,15 m2
JIB
23,47 m2
GENNAKER
75 m2
I
12,25 m
J
3,58 m
P
12,05 m
E
4,13 m
BOAT DESIGN CATEGORY CE
A
DESIGN
Humphreys Yacht Design & Elan design team

Option

POLAR
DIAGRAM
preliminary
POLAR

DIAGRAM

STABILITY CURVE

preliminary STABILITY CURVE
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MORE SPEED
MORE FUN

The Elan 360 has once again
consolidated Elan’s reputation as
a builder of exciting performancecruising sailing yachts, where neither
performance, nor the cruising
capabilities are left to compromise.
In addition to her elegant and sporty
design, she features integrated
toerails and flush hatches on the
coachroof as well as new rorating
plotter pods on the steering
consoles, for total control over the
elements.
Her wide transom, twin rudder
arrangement and chined hull deliver
excellent control even at high heel
angles. Her T-shaped keel ensures a
lower center of gravity and improved
righting moment, which in turn allows
for a lighter displacement than would
otherwise be possible. The end
result provides an exhilarating sailing
performance, which one would
usually expect only to find on much
bigger boats. Maybe the best feature
yet is how effortless she is to sail,
even in challenging conditions.

Rob Humphreys,
ELAN 360 DESIGNER
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Elan 360 S
To maximize the fun factor under sails and optimize
the performance and speed Elan 360 is also
available in the S upgrade featuring full VAIL hull
and deck lamination using vinylester, stronger
composite main bulkhead, and lighter furniture,
which results in 7% weight reduction. By using
vinylester resin and lighter interior furniture the boat
is faster, stiffer and osmosis-proof without having to
sacrifice comfort.
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SUPERB TECHNOLOGY
SUPERB DESIGN

SALOON
Elan 360 offers two- or three-cabin layout with
the innovative flip-up chart table available with
the three cabin version.

AFT cabin
Comfortable double berth, plenty
of storage space, and three
portlights for more light and air.
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companionway
Elan 360 features a lower companionway for
easier access down below, LED overhead stripes
and ergonomically positioned handrails.

Forward cabin
Plenty of storage space, extra
wide cabin door and a comfortable
double berth.

HEAD COMPARTMENT
Features a wet locker with drain
and ample storage.
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DREAMS ARE MADE
OF THIS
2 Cabins / 1 head

3 Cabins / 1 head

Technical specifications
LENGTH OVERALL
HULL LENGTH
LENGTH AT WATERLINE
BEAM MAX.
DRAFT
DISPLACEMENT
BALLAST
WATER CAPACITY
FUEL CAPACITY
Engine

T-shaped keel

10.60 m
10.60 m
10.10 m
3.50 m
1.70 m / 2.15 m / 2.35 m
5350 kg
1560 kg / 1385 kg / 1300 kg
175 liters
75 liters
22 kW / 30 hp

Twin rudders

Hull infusion

Elan S

Chined hull

Twin wheels

Cockpit
table

Standard
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AIR DRAFT
17.56 m
MAINSAIL
35.91 m2
GENOA
29.68 m2
GENNAKER
110 m2
I
13.77 m
J
4.029 m
P
13.49 m
E
4.63 m
Boat design category CE
A
DESIGN
Rob Humphreys Yacht Design & Elan Design team

Deck infusion

Carbon rig

Option

Open cockpit

Anchor winch

Retractable
gennaker pole

Folding platform

preliminary POLAR DIAGRAM
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Sea
Symphony

People who admire elegant
yet dynamic lines, demanding
owners who seek perfect balance
between comfort and performance,
competitors looking for speed and
safety, purists valuing attention to
detail and clever features have finally
found what they were searching for
- the new Elan 400.
Together with Elan design team
we designed a new performance
cruiser whose inheritance of twin
rudders, hard chines and Elan’s
superior VAIL (Vacuum assisted
infusion lamination) makes a big
step forward in terms of clean and
distinctive exterior design, carefully
tuned sail plan, welcoming cockpit
optimized for shorthanded sailing
and interior meeting even most
demanding requirements for both
comfort and luxury.

Rob Humphreys,
ELAN 400 DESIGNER
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Sea
Symphony

The new Elan 400 represents
a new direction fo Elan Yachts
featuring the breath taking design
and exciting features such as
hard chines, twin rudders and
twin wheels with Jeffa steering,
state of the art deck equipment
positioned for easy short-handed
sailing, integrated toerail, flush
deck hatches and an optional
swim platform just above the
waterline, lifting cockpit table and
gangway.
To maximize the fun factor under
sails and optimize the performance
and speed Elan 400 is also
available in the S upgrade featuring
full VAIL hull and deck lamination
using vinylester resin, stronger
composite main bulkhead, and
lighter furniture, which results in
7% weight reduction. By using
vinylester resin and lighter interior
furniture the boat is faster, stiffer
and osmosis-proof without having
to sacrifice comfort.
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Sea
Symphony
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Below deck
Below deck the new Elan 400 offers
two or three-cabin layout with the
option of two or three heads.
The saloon features spacious and
modern design with an innovative
flip-up navigation table transforming
into a settee or a berth. Cabins are
light and airy with three portlights in
stern cabins.
Elan 400 offers a carefully designed
interior with plenty of natural light as
well as ambient LED strips. There are
several different options of furniture
wood including the new Fjord
Mahogany and the option of lighter
furniture with the S upgrade.
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Sea
Symphony
FORECABIN
Bright and comfortable forward
cabin featuring a double berth and
a vanity closet for the ladies, or the
option of forward head with a flipup sink.
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DREAMS ARE MADE
OF THIS
3 Cabins / 1 head

2 Cabins / 1 head

3 Cabins / 2 heads

2 Cabins / 2 heads

Technical specifications
LENGTH OVERALL
HULL LENGTH
LENGTH AT WATERLINE
BEAM
DRAFT
DISPLACEMENT
BALLAST
WATER CAPACITY
FUEL CAPACITY
ENGINE
AIR DRAFT

34

11.95 m
11.95 m
11.26 m
3.87 m
2.40 / 2.20 m
7500 kg
2700 kg
310 liters
170 liters
29,4 kW / 40 hp
20.15 m

MAINSAIL
51.56 m2
Genoa (107%)
36.60 m2
GENNAKER
135 m2
I
15.92 m
J
4.50 m
P
15.75 m
E
5.52 m
BOAT DESIGN CATEGORY CE
A
DESIGN
Humphreys Yacht Design & Elan design team
Interior Design
Gigodesign

T-shaped keel

Twin rudders

Chined hull

Twin wheels

Hull infusion

3D infusion

Retractable
gennaker pole

Open cockpit

Anchor winch

Gangway

Folding platform

Bow thruster

Closed cockpit

Elan S

Cockpit table

Carbon rig

Standard

Option

POLAR DIAGRAM

STABILITY CURVE
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FROM OCEAN CROSSING
TO FAMILY CRUISING
AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN

The Elan 450 is developed for
blue water sailing as well as family
cruising. Bringing together the best
of two worlds, she benefits from
the VOR70 inspired twin rudders
and broad open transom, while
ensuring unparalleled comfort
below and on deck.
Elan 450 is intended for sailing
yactstmen, who don’t compromise
neither on the sailing performance,
stability or control, nor on the level
of comfort, whether in the 3 or 4
cabin layout.

Rob Humphreys,
ELAN 450 DESIGNER
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RACING INSPIRED PERFORMANCE
LEISURE IMBUED CONTROL

The Elan 450 sets new standards
in short handed sailing in its class.
An impressive sail plan with a tall
fractional rig, swept aft double
spreaders, increased mainsail
area, non-overlapping headsail
and optional large gennaker
handled by the retractable
bowsprit maximizes her sailing
performance
while
taking
full advantage of the precise
combination of deep lead keel
and twin-rudder steering system.
To maximize the fun factor under
sails and optimize the performance
and speed Elan 450 is also
available in the S upgrade featuring
full VAIL hull and deck lamination
using vinylester resin, stronger
composite main bulkhead, and
lighter furniture, which results in
7% weight reduction. By using
vinylester resin and lighter interior
furniture the boat is faster, stiffer
and osmosis-proof without having
to sacrifice comfort.
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THE COMFORT OF HOME
AWAY FROM HOME
The traditional 3-cabin layout offers
a luxurious owner’s fore cabin with
a large island double berth and
generous head compartment with
separate shower stall. Identical aft
cabins offer plenty of storage and
optimum ventilation. For larger
crew a 4-cabin layout is also
available.
Additional bunk bed cabin on
starboard can accommodate 2
more crew members.
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SALOON
Bright and airy saloon with a
U-shaped settee and large
saloon table on starboard can
accommodate the crew.

NAV STATION
Storage for paper charts and
ample space for navigation at
the navstation, complete with all
instruments.

GALLEY
Fully equipped L-shaped galley will
satisfy even the most demanding
chefs.

HEAD COMPARTMENT
Both layouts feature two generous
head compartments with shower
stalls.
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THE COMFORT OF HOME
AWAY FROM HOME
AFT CABINS
Wide hull offers spacious aft cabins.
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DREAMS ARE MADE
OF THIS
3 Cabins / 2 heads

4 Cabins / 2 heads

Technical specifications
LENGTH OVERALL
13,60 m
HULL LENGTH
13,60 m
LENGTH AT WATERLINE
12,52 m
BEAM
4.36 m
DRAFT (shallow / standard / racing)
2,05 / 2,25 m / 2,60 m
DISPLACEMENT
11300 kg
BALLAST
4180 kg / 3829 kg / 3445 kg
WATER CAPACITY
440 liters
FUEL CAPACITY
203 liters
ENGINE
55 kW / 75 hp

T-shaped keel

Twin rudders

Cockpit table

Twin wheels

Anchor winch

Hull infusion

Gangway

Standard
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MAINSAIL
60,70 m2
GENOA
45,50 m2
GENNAKER
205 m2
I
17,72 m
J
4,90 m
P
17,43 m
E
5,87 m
Boat design category CE:
A
DESIGN
Humphreys Yacht Design & Elan Design team

Open cockpit

Bow thruster

Option

Folding platform

Elan S

Retractable
gennaker pole

Carbon rig

POLAR DIAGRAM

STABILITY CURVE
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ELANIMPRESSION
394 | 444 | 494
Designed by Humphreys Design Studio
and Elan Design Team Impression yachts
are built for pleasurable cruising with high
level of comfort onboard and easy handling
for a short-handed crew in mind.

All Elan Impression yachts offer generous
volume below deck with plenty of space
and natural light thanks to the raised decksaloon layout and numerous sky hatches
and portholes.

Combining Rob Humphreys’ hull design
with an optimal rig and sail area we
ensured maximum stability and safety of
all Impression yachts in ever demanding
sea conditions.

Designed for cruising, Elan Impression
Yachts constantly sets new standards in
comfort and performance in the cruiser
section.

Elan Impression yachts are available
with twin wheels for maximum control
and comfort in cockpit. Impression 494
offers twin rudders for maximum control in
extreme sailing conditions.
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CRUISE comfortably
and IN STYLE

This impressive sailing yacht is
designed to satisfy even the most
demanding cruising families,
friends or couples who really
appreciate distinctive design, style
and comfort.
Her welcoming semi-deck saloon
is awash with natural light soaking
through the panoramic windows,
while the light-wood interior
conveys a contemporary look &
feel.
Despite the interior that offers
about 25% more internal volume
than many of its immediate
competitors the yacht returns
exceptional seaworthiness and
robust construction for its class.
The Elan Impression 394 is set
to provide years and years of
satisfaction to her owners.

Rob Humphreys,
Impression 394 DESIGNER
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LUXURIATE IN COMFORT
REVEL IN PERFORMANCE

In line with Elan’s commitment to
deliver the best sailing experience
with every model, every time, the
new Elan Impression 394 is an
impressively fast cruiser.
Designed and engineered to
deliver serious fun time for
everyone aboard, the yacht is
a cruising delight. Leaving no
room for compromise between
performance
and
comfort,
the new Elan Impression 394
draws from Elan’s rich history
and experience in performanceoriented boatbuilding.
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LUXURIATE IN THE COMFORT
REVEL IN THE PERFORMANCE
Everything aboard the Elan
Impression 394 is well-thought
out to ensure a pleasurable
experience, whether under sail
cruising or when reveling in
picturesque secluded bays at
anchor.
The spacious cockpit with large,
protected sitting areas and the
fixed cockpit table provide superior
comfort for crew and visitors, while
the large sunbathing deck forward
will be everyone’s delight. The
twin steering wheel arrangement
offers an ideal position for the
helmsman, while the wide transom
and bathing platform ensure easy
access to the sea.
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TWIN STEERING WHEELS
The twin steering wheels, which
are ergonomically refined from the
bigger Impression 444, ensure a
spacious passage through this
busy area, allowing easy access
to the bathing platform while
ensuring the ideal position for
helming.
SOLAR PANEL
A solar panel can be mounted on
the cabin roof in order to ensure
enough power even on longer
cruising hauls. Available as an
option.

FIXED BOWSPRIT
The fixed bowsprit ensures easy
downwind sailing.

BATHING PLATFORM
The drop-down bathing platform
offers easy access to the sea,
while increasing the surface area
on deck.
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FUNCTIONAL DESIGN
SPACE WITH CHARACTER

The interior features a spacious
and airy saloon, with tons of
natural light coming from various
expansive coachroof and hull
windows, thanks to its deck-saloon
setup. Designed according to the
latest trends, the interior offers
supreme comfort and ensures a
delightful sojourn on-board.
The saloon features a large settee
on starboard and another on
portside a generous L-shaped
galley to satisfy even the most
demanding on-board cooks
and a functional nav station for
comfortable navigation.
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NAV STATION

The saloon features an
innovative flip-up navigation
table transforming into a settee
or a berth.

FRONT OPENING FRIDGE
Front opening fridge ensures easy
access to ice-cold drinks and
tasty treats for midday snacks.

SALOON TABLE
Double size saloon table that
folds down and creates additional
berth in the saloon.
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THE LUXURY OF SPACE
THE JOY OF COMFORT

Accommodation aboard the Elan
Impression 394 is supremely
comfortable, with spacious cabins
fore and aft.
Bright forecabin is now available
with easier access to the double
berth from the side, combined
with more storage space. The
aft cabins are generous as well,
with plenty of light coming from
the hull and deck windows.
Available in four different layouts,
a 2-cabin with single or double
head compartments and a
3-cabin version with single or
double head compartments, as
well, accommodating four or six
respectively.
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HEAD COMPARTMENT
Head compartment is
spacious and bright with
a separate shower stall.
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DREAMS ARE MADE
OF THIS
3 Cabins / 1 head

3 Cabins / 2 heads

2 Cabins / 1 head

2 Cabins / 2 heads

Technical specifications
LENGTH OVERALL
HULL LENGTH
LENGTH AT WATERLINE
BEAM MAX.
DRAFT
AIR DRAFT (incl. 1 m antenna)
DISPLACEMENT
BALLAST
ENGINE POWER MAX.
FUEL CAPACITY
WATER CAPACITY

11,90 m
11,48 m
10,01 m
3,91 m
1,50 m / 1,80 m
17,44 m
8000 kg
2478 kg / 2545 kg
28,4 kW / 39,6 hp
165 liters
240 liters / 272 liters

L-shaped keel

Single rudder

Twin wheels

Hull infusion

Closed cockpit

Cockpit table

Folding platform

Pole for
spinnaker

Bow thruster

Anchor winch

In-mast furling

Self tacker

Standard
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MAXIMUM CREW
8 persons
MAINSAIL
37,91 m2
GENOA
38,11 m2
SPINNAKER
98,00 m2
GENNAKER
89,83 m2
I
13,96 m
J
3,90 m
P
13,00 m
E
4,86 m
DESIGN
Humphreys Yacht Design & Elan design team

Option

POLAR DIAGRAM

STABILITY CURVE
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SPACE FOR ADVENTURE
SPACE FOR COMFORT

The Elan Impression 444 is in
every way an impressive sailing
yacht. Developed to satisfy the
needs of every family member,
it will be the joy of family cruising
vacations, whether it is in the
Mediterranean, the Caribbean or
on a blue water crossing. Built to
ensure maximum comfort, anytime,
it is extremely enjoyable to sail as
well, as performance is always an
important feature on every sailing
boat coming out of Elan.

Rob Humphreys,
Impression 444 DESIGNER
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LIFE IS GOOD
CRUISING IS BETTER

Life is always good aboard the
Elan Impression 444. Every detail
made to ensure an enjoyable and
safe journey, from the spacious
cockpit with large sitting areas all
around the cockpit table, to the
large passageway forward, where
plenty of space for sunbathing
awaits. The twin steering wheel
arrangement offers an excellent
position for the helmsman, while
the wide transom ensures easy
access to a sea of adventures.
To ensure enough energy on longer
hauls, we offer the installation of
solar panels, as an option.
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A JOURNEY IN STYLE
A JOURNEY IN COMFORT
The journey in style continues
below deck, with an airy interior,
clean lines and plenty of natural
light coming from various deck
and hull windows. Designed as
a semi deck-saloon, the Elan
Impression 444 features a large
settee around the saloon table
on portside and another settee
on starboard. With the saloon
table enlarged, it accommodates
comfortably the crew and even a
few visitors.
The saloon offers plenty of space
where children can play and the
generous galley will cater for the
most demanding chefs. Two
spacious head compartments are
featured in all layouts.
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NAV STATION
Nav station features ample space
for paper charts storage under the
large navigation table.

STORAGE
Storage is generous around the
galley and saloon, with well thought
solutions for storing fruit, bottles
and other kitchen appliances.

AFT CABIN
Spacious aft cabins feature double
berths and a settee with plenty of
wardrobe space.

FORWARD CABIN
Luxurious
owner’s
forecabin
features a large double berth, lots
of storage and plenty of natural
light coming from the deck hatch
and two hull windows.
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DREAMS ARE MADE
OF THIS
4 Cabins / 2 heads

3 Cabins / 2 heads

3 Cabins / 2 heads

2 Cabins / 2 heads

Technical specifications
LENGTH OVERALL
HULL LENGTH
BEAM
DRAFT
DISPLACEMENT
BALLAST
WATER CAPACITY
FUEL CAPACITY
Engine
AIR DRAFT

13,85 m
13,00 m
4,18 m
1,60 / 1,90 m
10.900 kg
3.460 kg / 3.320 kg
272 / 516 liters
230 liters
41 kW / 55 hp
19.29 m

L-shaped keel

Single rudder

Twin wheels

Hull infusion

Closed cockpit

Cockpit table

Folding platform

Pole for
spinnaker

Bow thruster

Anchor winch

In-mast furling

Self tacker

Standard
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MAINSAIL
46.47 m2
GENOA
52.47 m2
GENNAKER
135.45 m2
I
15.90 m
J
4.78 m
P
14.80 m
E
5.37 m
Boat design category CE
A
DESIGN
Humphreys Yacht Design & Elan design team

Option

POLAR DIAGRAM

STABILITY CURVE
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The pleasure
of sailing

The yacht delivers a consistently
pleasurable sailing experience,
which means fast cruising and
easy handling, even when shorthanded. We combined our hull
design with an optimal rig and sail
area, ensuring the yacht is stable
and safe in every sea condition,
yet with a very high pointing ability
without sacrificing downwind
performance.
Another strong feature includes
the twin wheel - twin rudder
system, which ensures better
control and handling even in
extreme conditions, a self-tacking
jib system, a through-deck furling
genoa and furling gennaker as an
option. All sheets run all the way to
the steering position, which allows
the helmsman to trim the sails
himself, using two winches directly
in front of the steering wheels.

Rob Humphreys,
Impression 494 DESIGNER
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Smart is
comfortable

The interior welcomes you with
plenty of space and natural light,
thanks to the raised deck-saloon
layout, numerous hull windows
and portlights. Enjoy the open
space social area, courtesy of
the inverted layout, with the galley
forward and the large open plan
saloon located directly under the
companionway, taking advantage
of the yacht’s full beam. Celebrate
life with friends and family
around the spacious saloon
with a U-shaped settee and two
additional seats. Step down to
the roomy, functional galley and
navigation station or discover the
comfortable, stylish cabins.
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adoptable saloon table
Adoptable saloon table transforms
into a very comfortable double
berth.

U-shaped Galley
Functional U-shaped galley
provides more comfort and
safety when cooking while
saling or motoring.

NAV STATION
Nav station features the media
corner and various storage
spaces.

crew CABIN
With comfortable bunk berths for
additional guests onboard.
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DREAMS ARE MADE
OF THIS
4 Cabins / 3 heads

5 Cabins +1 / 3 heads

2 Cabins / 2 heads

2 Cabins / 3 heads

Technical specifications
LENGTH OVERALL
HULL LENGTH
LENGTH AT WATERLINE
BEAM MAX.
Bwl max.
DRAFT
DISPLACEMENT
BALLAST
ENGINE POWER MAX.
FUEL CAPACITY
WATER CAPACITY
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14,90 m
14,85 m
13,76 m
4,68 m
4,04 m
2,23 m/1,80 m
app. 14.500 kg
4.500 kg
55 kW / 75 hp
295 liters
605 liters

MAXIMUM CREW
BERTHS
MAINSAIL
GENOA
SPINNAKER
I
J
P
E
INTERIOR DESIGN
DESIGN

12 persons
4+2 – 12+1
67,06 m2
49,22 m2
127 m2
18,74 m
5,25 m
17,90 m
6,25 m
Gigodesign
Humphreys Yacht Design & Elan design team

L-shaped keel

Twin rudders

Twin wheels

Hull infusion

3D infusion

Folding platform

Anchor winch

Self tacker

Cockpit table

Open cockpit

In-mast furling

Gangway

Closed cockpit

Bow thruster

Stern thruster

Standard

Option

POLAR DIAGRAM

STABILITY CURVE
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DESIGN YOUR OWN ELAN

At Elan we are well aware that yacht personalization is very important to every customer and we want you to
feel as comfortable as possible when sailing and enjoying vacation on your Elan or impression.
With a wide selection of materials and color combinations we want to make your yacht as home-like as possible.
Choosing between these materials and colors you can either make your interior modern or conventional. With
strong, durable materials, your yacht will look magnificent for years to come.
GELCOAT
(hull and hull decoration)
STANDARD
Signal White

BIMINI & SPRAYHOOD & LAZY BAG
(Oyster, Navy Blue, Midnight Black)

Cockpit cushions
Light Grey
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OPTIONAL
Navy Blue

OPTIONAL
Stone Grey

FURNITURE WOOD
STANDARD
Blond Oak

OPTIONAL
Fjord Mahagony

OPTIONAL
Royal Teak

STANDARD
Wave Grey Style

OPTIONAL
Wave Cream Style

OPTIONAL
Classic Stripes

OPTIONAL
Maple Grey Style

OPTIONAL
Maple Cream Style

FLOOR
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DESIGN YOUR OWN ELAN

UPHOLSTERY
Standard Portorose
Cotton

Earth (option)

Ocean (option)

Sunset (option)

Lavender (option)
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Option Ancarano

Cabin

All measurements are approximate. This brochure is not contractual. The yachts depicted partly compromise special
equipment not included in the standard scope of supply illustrations may not correspond with current versions. Subject to
alternations in design and equipment can be changed without notice and errors excepted.
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Photo by: Jurij Korenc, Miha Špende, Aljoša Rebolj, Simon Plestenjak
Catalogue design: Studio 37
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partners

Rigging, deck equipment

Deck equipment

Entertainment systems

Navigation and communication

Navigation and communication

Steering systems

Sails and lazy bag

Engines and propellers

Folding propellers

Steering wheels, consoles, tillers, gangways

Deck equipment

Windlass, deck equipment, bowthrusters and sternthrusters

Bowthrusters and sternthrusters

FIRST IN INNOVATION

Running rigging, ropes

Bimini, sprayhood

ELAN YACHTS CATALOGUE
performance

impression
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Elan, d.o.o.
Begunje 1, 4275 Begunje na Gorenjskem, Slovenia
T: + 386 4 53 51 109, E: sail@elan.si
www.elan-yachts.com

